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Frequency and cyclicity

A. Cyclicity in English

(1) condénse còndènsátion
attést àttèstátion
objéctive òbjèct́ıvity
elástic èlàst́ıcity

(2) cómpensàte còmpensátion
démonstràte dèmonstrátion
ánecdòte ànecdótal

(3) sèrend́ıpity Cònestóga Trànsylvánia

(4) compensate → cómpensàte → cómpensàtion →
còmpensátion

(5) condense → condénse → condénsation → còndènsàtion

B. Frequency effects

(6) Fidelholtz (1975) shows that word-initial vowel reduction in closed syllables
is a function of frequency, with relatively high-frequency items like astrónomy
undergoing initial reduction more readily than lower-frequency items like
gàstrónomy.

(7) Hooper (1976) shows that medial vowel elision is also a function of frequency
with high-frequency items like mémory undergoing elision to mém(o)ry more
readily than lower-frequency items like mámmory : *mámm(o)ry.

(8) In an experimental study, Hicks et al. (2000) show that the same effect applies
to phrasal rhythm, such that rhythm is more likely in higher-frequency phrases
than in lower-frequency phrases. Thus, rhythm is more likely in únf̀ıt móther,
than in únf̀ıt fáther.
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(9) This is also apparent from the classical literature on rhythm, where fixed
phrases like bámbòo cúrtain undergo rhythm more readily than phrases like
bàmbóo fénce (Liberman & Prince, 1977; Hayes, 1984; Hammond, 1988).

(10) In another experimental study, Hammond (1999) shows that high-frequency
modifiers undergo rhythm more readily than low-frequency modifiers. Thus a
phrase like nà́ıve fŕıend with a higher-frequency modifier like nà́ıve undergoes
rhythm more readily than a phrase like òbése ch́ıld, with a lower-frequency
modifier like òbése.

(11) These studies leave several questions open. First, does medial clash-based
destressing/reduction as in words like trànsformátion also respect frequency?
If so, is it the frequency of trànsformátion or the frequency of trànsfórm that
plays a role?

(12) a. English nouns ending in -ation, along with their putative cyclic bases,
e.g. trànsfórm and trànsformátion.

b. The syllable preceding -ation had to be closed by a sonorant consonant.
This excluded word pairs like attést and àttèstátion.

c. Syllables where the reduced vowel is quite similar in pronunciation to
the stressed counterpart were also excluded. This excluded pairs like
convérse and cònversátion, where it is quite difficult to hear whether
the relevant syllable is reduced.

d. Finally, cases where the putative base has ambiguous stress were also
excluded. This ruled out pairs like p̀ıgmént and p̀ıgmèntátion, where
the verbal base p̀ıgmént is distinguished from its nominal counterpart
only be stress: ṕıgment.

(13) Each form was coded for whether the relevant syllable was reduced or not
reduced in the derived form. Reduction was coded along a four-point scale
depending on how the relevant vowel was represented in Webster’s New Col-
legiate Dictionary. If only a reduced pronunciation was given, it was coded
as a 3; if only an unreduced pronunciation was given, it was coded as a 0. If
both pronunciations were given, then it was coded as a 1 or a 2, depending on
which pronunciation was given first: unreduced or reduced respectively.

(14) Frequency information was then collected on both members of the pair from
the Brown Corpus.
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(15) red. base freq. derived freq.
1 condemn 4 condemnation 7
1 conform 10 conformation 3
0 debark 0 debarkation 0
0 decant 0 decantation 0
1 deform 0 deformation 5
1 deport 1 deportation 0
1 disembark 0 disembarkation 0
1 embark 5 embarkation 0
0 exalt 1 exaltation 1
1 exhort 0 exhortation 0
1 export 25 exportation 0
1 exult 0 exultation 3
0 impart 4 impartation 1
0 implant 1 implantation 1
1 import 31 importation 2
0 prolong 1 prolongation 1
0 recant 0 recantation 0
3 reform 30 reformation 5
0 retard 3 retardation 3
0 suborn 0 subornation 0
2 transform 7 transformation 20
0 transplant 2 transplantation 0
3 transport 18 transportation 43

(16) There was a significant correlation with the frequency of the derived word:
R2 = .087, p < .0028 for base frequency and p < .0006 for derived frequency.
(I redid this this morning and the p-values are correct. The R2 is actually
much higher: .63.)

(17) The correlation with the frequency of the derived form means that the more
frequent the form is, the more likely it is to undergo reduction. The correlation
with the frequency of the base form means that the more frequent the base
form, the more likely the derived form is to undergo reduction.

(18) “Finally, note that the effect of base frequency on the likelihood of reduction
in the derived form is perhaps not what we would expect. A naive model of
the structure of the lexicon would have it that the more we hear the full vowel
of the base form, the less likely reduction of the corresponding syllable in the
derived form should be.”
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